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A long and winding road: 
RDA from principles to 
practice

Alan Danskin (Chair JSC)
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Overview

• Background and introduction
• Objectives and principles
• Testing and Evaluation
• Implementation
• Future development
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Background and introduction

• AACR2
– 1978
– 1988
– 1998
– 2002

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDA is the successor to he Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules 2nd edition, first  published in 1978.  This edition superseded the separate British and North American  texts of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules.  AACR2 continued to be revised until 2002.  It has been a very successful standard is terms of its durability and in terms of its adoption outside its intended Anglo-American audience. So the first part of this presentation explains why it is deemed necessary to replace it.
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Governance structure 
and business model

Policy and 
programmes

Content development
Manages the income 

from royalties

Editor
(2004-2009)

Publication and 
marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I move on,  a quick overview of the governance structure.  Carolline Brazier will cover this in more detail later.The governance structure that developed for AACR2 and has been perpetuated during RDA development is necessarily complex to accommodate the range of functions and represent the stakeholders.   The Committee of Principals, made up of members representing each of the AACR constituencies, is responsible for policy and programmes.  The constituencies are the national library associations and national libraries who are stakeholders in AACR2 and RDA.American Library AssociationCanadian Library AssociationChartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (UK)British Library Library of CongressLibrary and Archives CanadaNational Library of AustraliaOperational responsibility is delegated to three separate groups:The Co-publishers committee holds the copyright in AACR2 and RDA and is responsible for publication, marketing and product development.  The AACR Fund manages the income generated by royalties from licensing and sales.  It is this income which funds the work of the third group. The Joint Steering Committee is responsible for the content of the standard. During the period in which RDA was being developed Tom Delsey  was appointed as Editor to assist JSC. The governance structure and the business model are so far virtually unchanged by the transition from AACR2 to RDA.  The name of the Joint Steering Committee was changed from Joint Steering Committee for the Revision of AACR2 to Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA to reflect the change of product.
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Why RDA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left of this slide is a caricature of Sir Antonio Panizzi, taken from Vanity Fair.  As Librarian of the British Museum Library, Sir Antonio was one of the founders of the Anglo-American Cataloguing tradition.  His rules provided the foundation for the British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books.Sir Antonio was constrained by the technology of his day. Which was the printed book.  Today’s catalogue users and cataloguers are much more likely to search for information or create information in an online, web environment.  However, it is instructive to look at the BM Catalogue to see what it offered its users. His public access catalogue was a guard book catalogue – a form of catalogue which was popular in research libraries in UK.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a page from the printed version of the catalogue published by K.G. Saur in 1981.The entries are very concise and relatively little description of the resource is provided.  However the organisation of the information provides a lot of context.  The arrangement is hierarchical: sub-headings identify particular works and languages, which leads user to the specific resources they are interested in, but also gives them confidence that they have a comprehensive results set.
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Card Catalogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The guard book catalogue, for all its merits, was incredibly expensive to produce and maintain and found favour only in major research libraries, mainly in the UK.The card catalogue was more economic to produce, at the cost of greater redundancy.Huge volumes of cards were produced in the US in centralised operations at Library of Congress and OCLC.   As computer technology developed it became clear that production efficiencies might be achieved by introducing automation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The online catalogue is essentially an automation of the card catalogue.  Compare this  arbitrary linear results list with the structured display from the guard book.  The user is not well served.  Why is the first result a publication about teaching Bleak House?  What does Belfast have to do with it?Why is number 5 in the list?Nos. 6-10 all look the same, which one should I choose.  How do I decide?  Actually, I need them all, but it isn’t clear that this is a serialised publication of Bleak House.
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Proliferation of carriers

.epub

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The British Museum catalogue was concerned mainly with <Click> printed books.  Since the end of the second world war the media on which information can be recorded have mushroomed.  Then <CLICK> there were microfilms and fiche and <CLICK> floppies, tapes and  CD-ROMs. This didn’t matter too much so long as the different media contained different content, but when content began to be replicated across media, things became much more confusing for the user.   It was bad enough with different generations of hand held media but as digital technology and the web began to take off in the 1990s many resources spawned electronic offspring; these in turn were available in different versions,<CLICK> e.g. html or pdf.  The .epub schema has become the standard for distribution of electronic books within the supply chain, but multiple proprietary formats tend to be used for retail to the public.Users have choices about how they access content and the catalogue has to make it clear what those choices are.

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://users.ox.ac.uk/~ochjs/pics/microfilm.gif&imgrefurl=http://users.ox.ac.uk/~ochjs/library/collections.html&h=567&w=117&sz=29&tbnid=66s7oey2Gq4J:&tbnh=130&tbnw=27&start=4&prev=/images?q=microfilm+"british+library"&hl=en&lr=&sa=G
http://www.ebookmall.com/microsoftreader/
http://www.ebookmall.com/gemstar/
http://www.ebookmall.com/mobi/
http://www.ebookmall.com/adobe-reader/
http://www.ebookmall.com/html/
http://www.ebookmall.com/microsoft-word/
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/image/1/7/Microfiche_x_3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=38213&h=385&w=500&sz=141&hl=en&start=19&um=1&tbnid=Tlh_9S1G9RXo_M:&tbnh=100&tbnw=130&prev=/images?q=microfiche&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&safe=active&sa=X
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/Video_Floppy_Disk_-_front_(gabbe).jpg
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Functional Requirements for 
Bibliographic Records

• Conceptual model
– Entities, Relationships, 

Attributes
• First part of a 

comprehensive conceptual 
model
– FRAD = Functional 

requirements for authority 
data

– FRSAR = Functional 
requirements for subject 
authority records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The frustrations with the restricted functionality of online catalogues and the limited ability of existing rules to deal with multiple formats are at the root of the development of FRBR and RDA.FRBR was published by IFLA in 1997, so it is already 13 years old.  It is a conceptual model.  Modelling is used to represent the real world in a structured way.  There are various methodologies.  FRBR was expressed using entity relationship modelling.FRBR concentrated on user tasks associated with bibliographic records and indicated that further work would be needed to model authority data and subject authority records in more detail.  FRAD was published last year, FRSAR is still being developed.  FRBR Review Group plans to integrate the separate models in due course.
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International Conference on the Principles and Future 
Development of AACR, Toronto, 1997

• Principles
• Content / Carrier
• Logical Structure of AACR2

– Class of materials “
• Seriality
• Internationalisation

Case Law
– Inconsistencies introduced
Over specialisation
– Very detailed rules for classes of specialist material; 

exceptions from general rules

#*@&! 
It updates monthly, so 
maybe chapter 12?

Oh! It’s electronic,
so that’s chapter 9.

A map, that’s chapter 3.

HELP!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process of revising AACR2 really began with the International Conference on the principles and development of AACR, held in Toronto, in 1997. The delegates reviewed the underlying principles of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules to determine whether a fundamental rules revision was appropriate and feasible and to make recommendations on how it might be carried forward.The papers presented at the conference and the discussion that followed it, can be reviewed on the JSC website. The key issues were very similar to those which provided the impetus for IFLA’s Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records.  Users were confused by proliferation of records for the same content resulting from an increasing number of carrier types.  For example, the user might find records for the original print and for microform surrogates and e-books in different formats and not understand how to select the resource that best met their needs. Cataloguers also found that the organisation of AACR2 by class of material created practical difficulties in their day to day work when the had to choose between several chapters.  The introduction of Chapter 9 for electronic resources simply perpetuated the problem.There were concerns about the productivity impact of differences between the requirements of AACR2, ISBD and ISSN.  The different agencies involved were able to reach agreement and a consistent approach was adopted before RDA was developed.  AACR2, as the name suggests was based on separate British and American cataloguing traditions. The underlying assumption is that English is the language of the cataloguing agency which meant that English terms were given precedence over those in other languages.  This bias caused difficulties for translation and in the  application of AACR2 by other cataloguing communities.Another concern with AACR2 was the perception that incremental change over many years had introduced inconsistencies and the level of detail provided for some specialist material was in conflict with the objective to provide general instructions for description and access of general collections.
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Background and introduction

• AACR2
– 1978
– 1988
– 1998
– 2002
– 2004 (AACR 3)

2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wheels of standardisation grind slowly, and it was December 2004 before a draft of part 1 of AACR3 was made available for constituency review.  The response from the constituencies was that the draft did not go far enough.  The argument was that  new rules should be much more explicitly aligned with the FRBR model and should conform with good metadata practice.  JSC decided that what was needed was not a new edition of AACR2, but a new code, called RDA: Resource Description and Access.  

http://www.rdaonline.org/index.html
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RDA objectives and principles

• Objectives and principles for the design of RDA
– Guided the development of content for first release
– Conflicting principles need to be balanced

• Functionality of records produced using RDA
– Descriptive data
– Access point control data
– Statement of International Cataloguing Principles

http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/5rda-objectivesrev3.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives and principles were defined to guide the development of content for the first release of RDA.  The principles will come into conflict and may need to be balanced.  For example, the principle of uniformity conflicts with and has to be balanced with the principle of common usage.In addition, objectives and principles were also established for the functionality of records produced using RDA.  The scope includes descriptive data and access point control data, (or bibliographic records and authority records).  The objectives out responsiveness to user needs in first place.  Over subsequent slides I will define the objectives and illustrate how RDA meets them, but first let’s take a look at the International Cataloguing Principles.

http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/5rda-objectivesrev3.pdf
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General Principles (ICP)

Convenience of user
Representation
Common usage
Accuracy
Sufficiency and 

necessity
Significance
Economy

RDA

Consistency and Standardisation

Integration

Defensible, not arbitrary

If contradict, take a defensible, 
practical solution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JSC was concerned that RDA should conform to the IFLA Statement of International Cataloguing Principles, which was being developed concurrently.  The scope of  ICP is matched by RDA, both cover bibliographic and authority records and all types of resources.  The guiding principle of ICP is that rule makers should think first and foremost of the user.  The ICP principles are on the left and I’ll look at how those are reflected in RDA on the next few slides.  RDA has a few additional principles, which emphasise consistency, standardisation and compatibility with the data in our existing systems.We want the future codes and rules to be easy to understand and to provide only as much metadata as is needed to satisfy user tasks  - to provide accurate data and the minimally necessary elements to identify the resources.  In addition the cataloger should include data to help the user navigate the pathways to related resources.  And if principles seem to contradict each other in a particular situation, the cataloger should take a defensible, practical solution.  The idea is to build cataloger’s judgment in deciding how to describe or provide access to bibliographic resources.
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Design Objectives

• Comprehensiveness: cover all types of resources 
and content represented in catalogues 

• Consistency: consistent formulation of instructions, 
etc.

• Clarity:  clear and written in plain English ;  
unambiguous with respect to  concepts, terminology, 
and scope of application 

• Rationality: rational, non-arbitrary decisions  
• Currency: responsive to new developments and new 

types of resources and content 
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Design Objectives

• Compatibility: with internationally established 
principles, models, and standards 

• Adaptability: amenable to adaptation by various 
communities to meet their specific needs 

• Ease and efficiency of use: should be easy and 
efficient to use.

• Format: presentation in either a conventional print 
format or in a digital format.
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Comprehensiveness and 
currency 

• Resources
– Organisation by entities and attributes 

• Describe resources in their own terms, not in relation 
to existing types.

– Extensible vocabularies for media types and carrier 
types

– Supplementary instructions for music, legal, official 
publications, etc.

Content
– Chapter 7 Describing Content
– Extensible vocabulary for content type
– FRBR Group 3 entities (concept, object, event) 

represented by placeholders for first release

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDA is intended to  be comprehensive, meaning that the guidelines and instructions should cover all types of resources and all types of content that may be represented in catalogues or similar tools.RDA is organised by entities, attributes and relationships.  This  emphasises the commonalties shared by resources rather then the distinctions between carriers or content types.  It provides a flexible framework in which new types of resources can accommodated on their own terms, rather than only in relation to existing types of resources.  Controlled but extensible vocabularies provide for the representation of different types of carrier and content.  RDA provides general instructions supplemented where appropriate by exceptions or more detailed instructions for specialised types of material. The scope of RDA includes the subject of works but in the first release placeholders are provided for the entities concept, object and event, pending publication of the Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Data.
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Rationality: rational,
non-arbitrary decisions

Rule of three removed
Core elements:

– Subset of RDA Element Set
– Minimum necessary to support user tasks

• FRBR / FRAD weightings

– Some elements are core only when defined conditions 
apply:

• Type of resource
• Restriction of scope

– A “floor not a ceiling”
– Agency policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ratlonality: the guidelines and instructions should reflect rational non-arbitrary decisions. The rule of three, which limited the number or occurences of certain data elements in AACR2, is not used in RDA.  In RDA the choice of data elements used is determined by the user tasks and the nature of the resource.  An example is the way in which core elements were developed to replace the earlier required and optional elements.  The RDA element set is a detailed and comprehensive set of attributes for resource description and access. JSC recognised that the full range of elements did not apply to all types of resources and that many agencies would be satisfied with a smaller subset.   A core element set was defined to provide a baseline set of elements needed to satisfy user tasks.  The core elements were identified from the weightings assigned to attributes in relation to user tasks.   Core elements are characterised as a “floor not a ceiling”, which means that additional elements should be used wnen necessary to characterise a specific resource or to support the needs of an agency’s user community.
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Cost efficiency

Purpose of elements recorded is clear
–Elements are recorded if justified by user tasks, e.g.

“Make a note …if it is considered important for identification or 
access”

Automated data capture
–data automatically derived from a digital source can be transcribed 
as it appears on the source without modification 

Alternatives, options, and exceptions, 
–Guidelines and Instructions are clearly labelled 
–Agencies can establish / share profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Cost efficiency: The data should meet functional requirements for the support of user tasks in a cost-efficient manner”Cataloguing efficiency measures are often undertaken without understanding the impacts on users, the correlation in RDA between data elements and user tasks will inform decision making. The core elements are the minimum necessary to support basic user tasks.  RDA reminds cataloguers that certain elements are only to be recorded if needed to support specific user tasks.  Agencies using automated data capture can follow alternative instructions which permit data to be transcribed exactly as it appears on the source without the cataloguer intervening to “correct” capitalisation or supply punctuation.Alternatives are alternatives to the immediately preceding guidelines or instructions. Optional rules are specified to allow agencies to provide data that supplements the information called for by the preceding instruction when that would serve their users and conversely agencies can opt to omit data that are not required by their users.  Exceptions supersede the immediately preceding instruction for the type of material specified.Alternatives, options and exceptions enable agencies to tailor application of RDA to match their resources and priorities and will help to manage the impact of transition from AACR2.  However, it is recognised that too much choice can be bad for productivity.  It will be possible within the RDA Toolkit to indicate which alternatives or options represent institutional policy.  It will be possible to share profiles, and the national libraries have agreed to develop a common set of policies in so far as possible.
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Flexibility

• Instructions and guidelines = main text
• Display = Appendices D &E
• RDA has been designed for use with a variety of 

encoding schemes:
–ISBD
–MARC 21 / MODS & MADS
–Dublin Core
–Registration of RDA elements and vocabularies in RDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Flexibility: data should function independently of the format, medium, or system used to store or communicate the data. They should be amenable to use in a variety of environments”Guidelines and instructions on recording data are covered by Chapters 1 to 37.  Guidelines and instructions  concerned with presentation of data are covered by Appendices D and E.  As mentioned previously, mappings are provided for ISBD and MARC 21.  JSC is also registering RDA elements and vocabularies as RDF on the NSDL Registry.
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Continuity

Implementation scenarios :
1.Relational / Object 
oriented database structure
2.Linked bibliographic & 
authority records
3.Flat file database 
structure (no links)

RDA elements = attributes
Constructing access points 

to represent entities

Scenario 1 (Person)
• Name = Luckombe, Philip
• Date of death = 1803

Scenario 2 (Name Authority)
• Luckombe, Philip, d. 1803
• Date of death = 1803

Scenario 3 (Bibliographic 
Record)

• Luckombe, Philip, d. 1803

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RDA is designed to take advantage of the efficiencies and flexibility in data capture, storage, retrieval, and display made possible with new database technologies, but to be compatible as well with the legacy technologies still used in many resource discovery applications.  It is recognised that implementation of RDA will mean different things to different agencies. RDA has been designed for relational databases in which records describe entities, such as work,  or manifestation or person.  For many libraries the starting point will be a Library Management System in which bibliographic records are linked to authority records,  however RDA can also be used with a flat file structure in which typically all data is recorded in the bibliographic record.  More information about these scenarios is available in the document, RDA Database Implementation Scenarios, http://www.rda-jsc.org/docs/5editor2.pdf. An example may  help to illustrate this.  RDA elements are attributes which describe or identify entities, for example date of death is an attribute of the FRAD entity person.  Most current systems treat date of death as a qualifier required to disambiguate a name, or as a note to be stored for future use. RDA includes instructions on how to construct access points by adding attributes to the preferred name.
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RDA REF RDA ELEMENT DATA RECORDED 

2.3.2 Title proper * The organization of information 

2.4.2 Statement of responsibility relating to title proper * Arlene G. Taylor 

2.5.2 Designation of edition * Second edition 

2.8.2 Place of publication * Westport, Connecticut 

2.8.2 Place of publication  London 

2.8.4 Publisher’s name * Libraries Unlimited, a member of the Greenwood Publishing Group 

2.8.6 Date of publication * [2004?]  

2.12.2 Title proper of series * Library and information science text series 

2.13 Mode of issuance single unit 

2.15 Identifier for the manifestation * ISBN 1-56308-976-9 

2.15 Identifier for the manifestation * ISBN 1-56308-969-6 (paperback) 

3.2 Media type unmediated 

3.3 Carrier type * volume 

3.4 Extent of text * xxvii, 417 pages 

3.5 Dimensions 26 cm 

4.3 Contact information http://www.lu.com 

6.9 Content type * text 

7.12 Language of the content In English 

7.16 Supplementary content Includes bibliography and index 

17.8 Work manifested* Taylor, Arlene G., 1941- . Organization of information 

19.2 Creator * Taylor, Arlene G., 1941- 

25.1 Related work  Library and information science text series 

24.5 Relationship designator in series (work) 
 

Example of composite description for a book
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RDA: Future Development

Priorities

• FRBR Group 3 entities, attributes and 
relationships

• Issues deferred until after first release
– http://www.rda-jsc.org/working2.html#sec-6
– Constituencies are prioritising issues for discussion

http://www.rda-jsc.org/working2.html#sec-6
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Links

Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA
http://www.rda-jsc.org/

RDA Online – Information about publication
http://www.rdaonline.org/index.html

Registry
http://metadataregistry.org/schema/list.html
http://metadataregistry.org/vocabulary/list.html

http://www.rda-jsc.org/
http://www.rdaonline.org/index.html
http://metadataregistry.org/schema/list.html
http://metadataregistry.org/vocabulary/list.html
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